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The Bank - Insider knowledge
news and gossip
RESERVATION ON REQUEST

DO NOT MISS ANYTHING

Two event-locations in one house

QR-Codes
You can also find news, inspiration and
offers on our website and social media
channels.
Just scan the QR
code and you
will always be up
to date.

THE
EVENTS
OF TOMORROW
AS NEWS
OF TODAY.

The hottest inside information, fresh off the press

AUTUMN/
FALL
2022

INTRO

Cocktails as exchange rates
The term exchange rate stands for the value relationship between two currencies
to each other. We revive and issue currencies of the past together with those still
used today on one menu. Compare today, tomorrow or whenever. With us there are
guaranteed no fluctuations, everything stays stable. Convince yourself of the excellent
exchange rate at The Bank Bar.
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EVERY MONDAY

Bellini Monday
On Mondays, we offer one Bellini per
person with lunch and dinner. Just
mention the code word “Bellini” when
making your reservation and the aperitif
is on us.

TOP STORIES
BAR STORIES

Living Room

Private Dining Room

Looking for a charming location for
special evenings for up to 35 people?

Sometimes you need a special place to
celebrate. For a christening, a wedding
proposal, the closing of a big deal or
a very personal meeting - our private
dining room is the perfect place.
The Private Dining Room at The Bank
Brasserie & Bar offers a special atmosphere. Up to 12 people can enjoy
private or business meals in complete
tranquility and exclusivity.

For your bachelor party, exclusive
reception or evening with good friends.
- A more charming
and elegant location
will be hard to find.

WE PROUDLY PRESENT

Our seasonal
gems
I am thrilled to be part of the second
edition of The Bank Times. Our bar team
have once again outdone themselves and
hit the mark with their cocktails for this
menu. In keeping with the cold and dark
season, you are guaranteed to love these
creations. - Cheers, Nadja

Martin has recently joined The Bank Bar
team, but has already completely settled in. With his team he is constantly
working on new ideas and creations.

The new
issue of
The Bank
Times
is out!

Nadja Ibrahim - General Manager

Dates can be found
on our website

„Bank Affairs“
CHARMING SOUNDS
On one evening every month, our
resident DJ creates a special relaxed
atmosphere in The Bank Bar with
charming sounds. Also, enjoy a special
cocktail courtesy of bar manager
Martin.

Hussein can now call himself Assistant
Bar Manager. With his ambition, charm
and (above all) know-how, he has more
than earned his promotion. A top team
player with great attention to detail.

I am very happy about the first issue I
had the opportunity to contribute to.
In bringing it to life, we focused on the
exchange rate table theme, explored
country-specific spirits and selected only
the best for our cocktails. On the one
hand, the focus for each of our signature
cocktails is based on a handpicked spirit;
while on the other hand we focused on

classics like the Cosmopolitan or Old
Fashioned in the preparation. My team
and I are very proud of these special
drinks and look forward to giving you a
new drinking experience with the „wow
factor“. Our bank trades are guaranteed
at the best rate! We hope you have a lot
of fun! - Yours, Martin
Martin Holzer - Bar Manager
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LIRA
With the Lira, we
celebrate the aperitivo art and lifestyle of Italy. The
rich red spritz with
gentle citrus notes
is the perfect companion for a relaxed evening.

DOLLAR
THE BANK CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES

Liquidity and exchange rates

INGREDIENTS: Martini Fiero, Aperol, Lemon,

Mediterranean Tonic

THE SIGNATURE-COCKTAIL CURRENCY INDEX

Whisky is never finer than when it‘s
part of the American cocktail classic,
the Old Fashioned.
The flavours of the
syrups are distilled
and extracted using our in-house rotary
evaporator. An honest drink with peach and
black tea notes.
INGREDIENTS: Michters Rye, Peach, Black

Tea, Bitters

Modern and innovative by design.
The Cosmo Coin is
one of the cryptocurrencies, its name
fits perfectly with
this creation. A classic Cosmopolitan with
completely new nuances. A great drink for
anyone who likes it fresh and sparkling.

YEN

LIRA/EUR .....................................................

17,00

Those who like
it fresh and spicy
absolutely must try
the Japan-Style Sour.
Flavours of the sea
through algae and
spices typical for
Japan (such as matcha) result in a complex
and balanced taste experience.

COSMO COIN/EUR .......................................

18,50

DIRHAM/EUR ...............................................

18,00

CURRENCY TABLE

COSMO
COIN

INGREDIENTS: Haku Vodka, Lime, Horse-

INGREDIENTS: Plymouth Gin, Bergamotte,

radish, kombu seaweed, Matcha

SCHILLING/EUR ...........................................

18,50

YEN/EUR ......................................................

19,00

CHAVITO/EUR ..............................................

18,50

DOLLAR/EUR ...............................................

18,50

PESO/EUR ....................................................

17,50

KRONE/EUR .................................................

17,00

FRANC/EUR .................................................

18,00

CHAVITO

PESO

Fun fact: Chavito
was one of two currencies in Cuba, and
was originally introduced as a domestic
alternative to the
US dollar. Rum is as
much a part of Cuba as its particular currency system. With us, the Manhattan becomes
a rum cocktail with tropical aromatics and
great banana and coconut notes.

The Peso is reminiscent of a classic
Espresso Martini,
but much more
complex. Its slightly
spicy sharpness in
combination with
amaretto and raspberry create a brilliant
drinking experience to really get the evening started.

INGREDIENTS: Eminente Rum, Cocchi

Cranberry, Pommegranate, Lime, Campari

KRONE

HAZELNUT
COFFEE

MINT
COCO

RASPBERRY
CHILI

PEACH
BLACK TEA

PINEAPPLE
RUM

WASABI
GREEN TEA

ELDERFLOWER
JUNIPER

Dates, limes, cumin
and pomegranates
stand for the Orient, like its currency. In the Dirham,
fascinating flavours
combine to create a
drink that is as special as the culture of its
origin.

CUMIN
POMEGRANATE

DIRHAM

BERGAMOT
CRANBERRY

BLOOD ORANGE
RHUBARB

Americano Vermouth, Banana, Coconut
Water

EUR

YEN

19,00
SCHILLING

COSMO COIN

CHAVITO

DOLLAR
18,50

INGREDIENTS: Tonka Gin infused with
cumin, Date, Lime, Pomegranate

DIRHAM

INGREDIENTS:
Don
Julio
Reposado,
Amaretto, Espresso, Chilli, Raspberry

FRANC
18,00

Would you like
something
completely different?
With its refreshing
aromas such as mint
and ginger, this
hot drink with its
foamy topping is ideal for the cold season. Like a long walk through the snowy
Swedish countryside.
INGREDIENTS: St. Germain, Ingwerer, Coco-

nut milk, Mint

PESO
17,50

SCHILLING
Austria in a glass,
and quite different
to what you might
be expecting. Carefully selected Austrian products come
together
perfectly in an extraordinary way in this Negroni
Twist.

KRONE

COMPLEX

17,00

LIGHT

INGREDIENTS: Blue Gin, Roter Muskateller,
Elderflower liqueur

LIRA

FRANC
Shopping on Champs-Élysées Avenue,
a small bistro, a
view of the Eiffel
Tower, this cocktail
in your hand… enjoy the Franc, with
its creamy texture and wintry aromas, and
experience true wanderlust.
INGREDIENTS: Remy Martin 1738, Hazelnut,

Fino Sherry, Vanilla, Coffee Beans, Cream,
Egg Yolk

